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CMOS Compatible Lateral Bipolar Transistor for BiCMOS Technology

N. Akiyama, A. Tamba, Y. [ilakui, Y. Kobayashi

Hitachi Research Laboratory, Hitachi Ltd.

4026 Kuji-cho, Hitachi-shi, Ibaraki 319-12, Japan

A CM0S-compatible lateral bipolar transistor having nelther all
epitaxial layer nor n'buried layers is proposed as a result the
tbttowing investigation. A B1CMOS gate delay is not influenced greally
by the base width, IfiJB (i. e. by fr, since fr c 1/WB P ) because of a

lirge injection of minority carrj-ers. Therefore low fr (19w cost,) bi:
polir trinsistors can be useful for B1CMOS Satq circuits. The obtaj.ned
values of h, 

" , fr, ", and r.u u are 40, 2.3 GHz and 99 g respecti-vely.

1. Introduction
Recently, the drive to increase the

speed performance of computers has

accelerated the importance of hi.gh-speed,

large-scale memories. BiCMOS technologies
are very promising for this application
since they offer the high drive capabilities
of bipolar transistors while retaining the
inherent 1ow povter consumption and high
leve1 of packaging density provided by

CM0S.(t)(r) Most existing B1CMOS processes,

however, make use of a high performance

vertical bipolar transistor which results in
a rather complex and high cost process due

to the incompatibility of the two types of
transistors. The high perforrnance vertical
bi-po1ar transistors used for BiCMOS LSIs

require n* buried layers and an epitaxial
silicon layer.

Usually, the speed performance of
bipolar transistors is estimated by the f'-Io
characteristic. Therefore high fr transis-
tors are regarded as necessary for high speed

BiCM0S LSIs. The authors have noticed,
however, that fr does not have a great effect
on BiCMOS gate delaY tj-ne.
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This paper describes the investigation
by computer simulation of factors which
influence the delay tj.me in BiCMOS gate
circuits. In accordance with the above i_nves-

tigation, a new lateral bipolar transistor
for a BiCMOS gate having neither 11* buried
layers nor an epitaxial silj_con layer is
proposed and is actually fabri_cated. Some

properties of the bipolar transistor are
also reported.

(a) (b)

Fig.l. (a) B1CMOS gate circuit, and (b) its
equivalent circuit for computer simu-

lation.
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2. Proposal of a new lateral bipolar
transistor for BiCMOS gates

2. L Essential factors of BiCM0S gate delay
It has been determined by experiment

that BiCMOS gate delay, tn o can be improved
when the thickness of the epitaxial silicon
layer, d"n, is decreased. First, the
depend,ence of bipolar - transistor properties
and tno on d"n, are investj-gated by conputer
simul-ation ( transient analysis ).

The equivalent circuit of a BiCMOS gate
for simuLation j-s shown in Fig.1. The MOS

transistor of the B1CMOS gate is replaced
with a 5 kO resistor in the equivalent
circuit. It j-s assumed that the input voltage
has a 0.2 ns delay.

Figure 2 shows the simulated fr -Io
characteristics and the simulated dependence

of Ir, and Ir on time for various d. o r.
Moreover, the simulated dependence of
maximum cutoff frequency, frr.., naximrm

emitter current, I, n., and t, o on d" p r is
shown in Fig.3. Here tro j-s defined as the
time during which output voltage rises from
0 V to 4.5 V. The thinner d"pr is, the
shorter the distance between emitter and
collector, dr_c, and consequently the
depletion layer of the collector region
also becomes thin. Thus fr becomes large
when d"pr is decreased. The electric field
intensity between ernitter and collector also
increases. Therefore Ig increases when d.r,
is decreased, and consequently tro is
improved.

Next, the relatj.on between t, o and base
width, !flr is investigated. Figure 4 shows
the sinulated dependence of tno and fr"", on
hlg. It is well known that high speed bipolar
transistors usually have high fr""r.
Conversely, as Ws becomes smalI, f, 

" ",increases abruptly, while tro increases
slightly in the BiCM0S gate circuit. The
reason for this is described as follows.

In BiCM0S gate circuj-ts, the base-
voltage changes from 0 to +E V or +E to 0 V,

depending on the input voltage. Therefore a

hj.gh-Ievel in-jection of minority carriers

occurs from emitter to base. In such a case,

the depletion layer of the collector region
is distinguished by the injection of a large
nunber of minority carriers. As a result,
effective base width, [tlr("rrr determined by
carrier concen-tration j-s widened by the
increase of carrier concentration at the
base-collector junctj_on, 8s shown in
Fig.s(a), Thus tro does not depend very nuch
on Ws, determined by impurity concentration,
while it does depend on ltlrr.rrr in high-
level injection.

0n the other hand, fr is measured with
a small signal circuit and therefore a high-
level injection does not occur, as shown in
FiS.5(b). Consequently, fr is approximately
in proportion to l/hIEr, and increases rapidly
as tllB j-s decreased.
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Fig.2. Sinulated fr -Ic characteristics, and
(b) simulated dependence of fr, and Is
on time for various d. n r.
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Fig.3. Simul-ated dependence of fr"".,
and tno on dcpr.
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Fig.4. Simulated dependence of tro and frr.,
on base width, [0r.

2. 2 CMOs-compatible lateral bipolar
transistor

It is found that the depletion layer of
the collector region is distinguished by the
high-Ievel injection of minority carrj-ers in
the BiCMOS gate circuits, and consequently
tro is dependent on &(.r31 (nearly equal to
dr-.). This suggests that it is possible to
get high speed BiCMOS gate circuits even if
lateral bipolar transistors are used,

provided that the distance between emitter
and collector is shortened by fine pat-
terning technology. Therefore the authors
propose that for BiCMOS gates, the CMOS-

conpatible lateral bipolar transistor be

utilized, since it has neither an epitaxial
layer nor n' buried layers. The structure of
the transistor is shown in Fig.6.

The self-alinged enritter/collector of
the transistor are simultaneously forned by

implantation simi.larly to self-alinged
source./d.rain in MOSFEf,. Poly-silicon placed

between emitter and collector is used as a

base electrode. Low base resistance can be

achieved by this structure. The width of p'

base is nearly equal to that of a LDD

spacer. The n- collector of a vertical
bipolar transistor is replaced by the p-

base. The p- base and PWELL of NM0S are
simuLtaneously formed by implantation.

Fig.S. Impurity and ninority carrier profiles
in case of (a) high-level iqiection,
and (b) low-level iqjection.

(a)

Fig.6. Cross-sectional view of the CMOS-

compatible lateral bipolar transistor.

2. 3 Bipolar transistor characteristics
Figure 7(a) shows the I-V character-

istics of the lateral bipolar transistor.
The Gummel plot of the same device is shown

in Fig.7(b), which indicates that hr" is 1gg

(Is =100pA), 40 (Ic =1 rnA).

BV. s o , BV", o, and BVr. o afe abOUt 7, 6,

and 6 V, respectively. BV.so, BV.ro 8rB
aLmost same, since BVoro is determined by
the base-collector junction breakdown
voltage in the lateral bipolar transistor.

The fr -Ic characteri-stics are shown in
Fig.8 which indicates that fr"", is 2.9 GHz

at Ic= 3 mA. The obtained value of ruu is gg

o.
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3. Conclusion
It is found that delay time, tn o does

not depend very much on the base width ltJg

(and hence on fr, since fr 1/WBr), deter-
mined by impurity concentration in BiCMOS

gate circuits. This is because the depletion
layer of the collector region is distin-
guished by the high-level injection of minor-
ity carriers. Consequently, tno is dependent
on the effective base width, hlr < a r l (nearly
equal to the distance between emitter and

collector, dr -. ).
This result suggests that it is possible

to achieve high speed BiCMOS gate cj_rcuits
even if lateral bipolar transistors are used,
provided that dr-. is shortened by fine
patterning technology. Therefore the CM0S-

compatible lateral bipolar transistor having
neither an epitaxial layer nor nr buried
layers is proposed and is actually
fabri,cated.

The obtained values of hr., fr"", and

ruo are 40, 2.3 GHz, and g9 fL respectively.
The lateral bipolar transistor proposed

in this paper should be useful for low-cost,
trigh-speed BiCM0S gate circuiis.
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Fig.7. (a) I-V characteristics, and (b)

Gummel plot of the CMOS-compatible

lateral bipolar transistor.
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Fig.8. f, -I. characteristics of the CMOS-

compatible lateral bipolar transistor.
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